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WHAT IS MOST VALUABLE?
FireMon has served as a change monitoring and notification tool for a number of years, but recently we’ve decided to utilize the
policy review capabilities to automate our periodic firewall rule review process. Our primary use case for Firemon initially was to
perform change notification for our ASA firewalls. This was the case for about 5 years. With the introduction of version 8, we
decided to reconsider other capabilities of Firemon – specifically the policy review reports that show unused or duplicative policy
rules. We intend to use these features to automate our firewall policy review process.
HOW HAS IT HELPED MY ORGANIZATION?
Instead of having to utilize a manual review process, we can automate most of the process. Change notifications for our ASA
firewalls that do not have built in change notification is also automated for us.
FOR HOW LONG HAVE I USED THE SOLUTION?
7 years.
WHAT DO I THINK ABOUT THE STABILITY OF THE SOLUTION?
Yes, after an upgrade to version 8 from version 7, we experienced several issues with the Data Collector component. They were
all resolved pretty quickly by FireMon support.
WHAT DO I THINK ABOUT THE SCALABILITY OF THE SOLUTION?
No.
HOW ARE CUSTOMER SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT?
FireMon’s technical support is capable and responsive. I’ve had no issues with getting the right resources engaged when I need
them.
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WHICH SOLUTION DID I USE PREVIOUSLY AND WHY DID I SWITCH?
No.
HOW WAS THE INITIAL SETUP?
The upgrade from version 7 to version 8 seemed to be unnecessarily complicated, so we opted to to a clean install on version 8,
and have had no issues with using this approach. In fact, it helped us clean up our installation.
WHAT'S MY EXPERIENCE WITH PRICING, SETUP COST, AND LICENSING?
Understand that the licensing exercise, is intended to right size the costs to your actual firewall models, but that Firemon v8 does
not make a distinction between firewall models in the tool itself.
WHICH OTHER SOLUTIONS DID I EVALUATE?
No other solutions were considered.
WHAT OTHER ADVICE DO I HAVE?
Perform the installation and utilize FireMon support to optimize the installation. Perform a post installation review of the
configuration a couple of months after it’s implemented and running so that you can decide what features to use, which are useful.
There are a lot of built in features that aren’t apparent until you get the whole system set up, all of your devices discovered, and
the system collects information for a few weeks.
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